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Isoscalar giant resonances in28Si and the mass dependence of nuclear compressibility

D. H. Youngblood, Y.-W. Lui, and H. L. Clark
Cyclotron Institute, Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas 77840

~Received 3 August 2001; published 5 February 2002!

The giant resonance region from 8 MeV,Ex,55 MeV in 28Si has been studied with inelastic scattering of
240 MeV a particles at small angles including 0°. Strength corresponding to 81610%, 6869%, and 15
64% of the isoscalarE0, E2, and E1 sum rules, respectively, was identified with centroids of 21.25
60.38 MeV, 18.5460.25 MeV, 19.1560.60 MeV, and rms widths of 6.460.6 MeV, 4.760.6 MeV, and
6.960.7 MeV. The mass dependence of the compression modulus of finite nuclei is shown to be reasonably
well reproduced fromA524 to 208 in relativistic mean field calculations with the NLC interaction having
Knm5225 MeV and in nonrelativistic calculations with the RATP interaction havingKnm5240 MeV.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.65.034302 PACS number~s!: 25.55.Ci, 24.30.Cz, 27.30.1t
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INTRODUCTION

The location of the isoscalar giant monopole resona
~GMR! is important because its energy can be directly
lated to the nuclear compressibility. There is much curr
interest in exploring the behavior of the nuclear equation
state as one moves away from stability, however, a relev
test of effective interactions that are used to obtain the eq
tion of state is also how well they describe the compressi
ity ~and hence the GMR! in stable nuclei over a wide rang
of A. Until recently the majority of theE0 strength in light
nuclei was still unidentified, therefore the calculations co
be tested only fromA590 toA5208, but even in this region
the mass dependence of the GMR energy was not wel
produced@1#. In the last several years, however, the expe
mental situation has improved considerably, with much m
precise data for the GMR in heavy nuclei@2# and the location
of most of the GMR strength in several lighter nuclei@3–5#.
There were a number of calculations with various inter
tions, both relativistic and nonrelativistic in the period 199
1998, just before the new data became available. Compa
the new GMR data from40Ca to 208Pb @2# to these calcula-
tions, the Hartree-Fock~HF! random phase approximation
~RPA! calculations of Blaizotet al. @1# using the Gogny in-
teraction fit the mass dependence of the GMR energy q
well and this led to the conclusion that a Gogny interact
with Knm523165 MeV was consistent with the data.

Now that most of theE0 strength has been identified
nuclei as light as24Mg @5#, it is of interest to explore how
various calculations predict the compressibility of nuc
over the range from24Mg to 208Pb. The compressibility of a
finite nucleus is related to the GMR energy by@6# KA
5@M /\2#^r 2&EGMR

2 where in the scaling modelEGMR
5(m3 /m1)1/2 and mn5^Exur 2u0&Ex

n is the nth moment of
the strength distribution.KA is affected not only by the bulk
matter compressibility, but also by Coulomb, surface, sy
metry, and other smaller effects. These have been pa
etrized in the Leptodermous expansion@6,7# KA5Kv
1Ks f /A

1/31Kvs @(N2Z)/A#1KCoul Z2A24/31smaller
terms. It has been shown by several authors@1,6,8# that these
parameters cannot be obtained unambiguously from fittin
GMR data, however, Chossy and Stocker@9# have calculated
these parameters for a number of interactions in the rela
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istic mean field while Nayaket al. @10# have calculated them
with nonrelativistic Skyrme and other interactions. Hen
these interactions can be tested with the recent data. A
Wang, Chung, and Santiago@11# have calculated GMR en
ergies for16O to 208Pb in the Thomas-Fermi model and ha
also calculated the Leptodermous parameters in this mo

Recently, 97611% of theE0 energy-weighted sum rule
~EWSR! has been identified in40Ca @4# and 72610% found
in 24Mg @5#, however only 5466% of theE0 strength has
been located in28Si @3# and 48610% was located@12# in
16O. We report here a further study of28Si where data were
obtained with considerably better statistics, the foldi
model was used to obtain multipole strengths, and a n
analysis procedure@4# was used which treats the continuu
in a more consistent manner and allows extraction of mu
pole distributions with much better resolution.

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE AND RESULTS

The experimental technique has been described t
oughly in Ref.@5# and is summarized briefly below. A beam
of 240 MeV a particles from the Texas A&M K500 super
conducting cyclotron bombarded a self-supporting natura
wafer 7.92 mg/cm2 thick located in the target chamber of th
multipole-dipole-multipole spectrometer. The horizontal a
ceptance of the spectrometer was 4° and ray tracing was
to reconstruct the scattering angle. The vertical accepta
was set at62°. The focal plane detector covered appro
mately 45 MeV of excitation and measured position a
angle in the scattering plane. The out-of-plane scatter
angle was not measured. Position resolution of appro
mately 0.9 mm and scattering angle resolution of about 0.
were obtained. Cross sections were obtained from the ch
collected, target thickness, dead time, and known solid an
The cumulative uncertainties in target thickness, solid an
etc., result in about a610% uncertainty in absolute cros
sections.

Sample spectra obtained are shown in Fig. 1. The g
resonance peak can be seen extending up pastEx
535 MeV. The spectrum was divided into a peak and a c
tinuum where the continuum was assumed to have the sh
of a straight line at high excitation joining onto a Ferm
©2002 The American Physical Society02-1
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shape at low excitation@Eq. ~1!# to model particle threshold
effects:

Y~continuum!5A1B!Ex1Y0
!$11exp@~Ex2Eth!/C#%.

~1!

A and B are determined from a fit to the high excitatio
region~Ex542 to 51 MeV!, Eth andC are adjusted to mode
the behavior of the spectrum near the particle threshold,
Y0 is adjusted so that the continuum obtained is zero in
region just below the particle threshold~Ex56 to 7 MeV!.
The parametersEth andC were fixed to be the same for a
spectra, whileA, B, andY0 were required to change continu
ously as a function of angle for all spectra taken at the sa
spectrometer angle. The continua used are shown in Fig

The multipole components of the giant resonance p
were obtained@4,5# by dividing the peak into multiple re
gions ~bins! by excitation energy and then comparing t
angular distributions obtained for each of these bins to

FIG. 1. Inelastica spectra obtained for 240 MeVa particles on
28Si at two angles. The thick lines show the continuum chosen
the analysis.
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torted wave Born approximation~DWBA! calculations to
obtain the multipole components. The uncertainty from
multipole fits was determined for each multipole by incr
menting ~or decrementing! that strength, then adjusting th
strengths of the other multipoles to minimize totalx2. This
continued until the newx2 was 1 unit larger than the totalx2

obtained for the best fit.
The deformed potential model was used for the DWB

calculations reported in Ref.@3#, however, Beeneet al. @13#
have shown that consistent agreement between electrom
netic transition strengths and those measured with light
heavy ion inelastic scattering for low lying 21 and 32 states
can only be obtained using the folding model. Therefore
this work we have used density dependent single fold
with a Woods-Saxon imaginary term~DDWS! which was
shown by Satchler and Khoa@14# to give excellent results for
low lying states in58Ni excited by 240 MeV inelastica
scattering. In Ref.@5# it was shown that a DDWS analysi
also gave excellent agreement with electromagnetic tra
tion rates for discrete states in24Mg. Folding parameters
were obtained by fitting the elastic scattering data reporte
Ref. @1#. The fit to the elastic scattering is shown in Fig.
and the parameters are given in Table I. The transition d
sities and sum rules are described thoroughly in Refs.@2#,
@14#, @15# and the values obtained for 100% of the sum ru
in 28Si for each multipolarity are given in Ref.@3#. It should
be pointed out that the transition density given by Harak
and Dieprink @15# for the isoscalar dipole resonanc
~ISGDR! in their Eq. ~4! is for only one of the magnetic
substates and must be multiplied by (2l11)1/2 to represent
excitation of the ISGDR bya particles. DDWS calculations

r

FIG. 2. Angular distribution of the ratio of the differential cros
section for elastic scattering to Rutherford scattering for 240 MeVa
particles from Si@3# is plotted versus average center-of-mass ang
The solid line shows an optical model calculation with the para
eters from Table I.
3

TABLE I. Folding model and Fermi parameters used.

V
~MeV!

W
~MeV!

Ri

~fm!
ai

~fm!
Rc

~fm!
c

~fm!
a

~fm!

44.0 32.5 4.303 0.687 3.970 3.155 0.62
2-2
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ISOSCALAR GIANT RESONANCES IN28Si AND THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 65 034302
for the 1.779 MeV 21 and 6.879 MeV 32 states in28Si using
electromagneticB(EL) values from the NNDC@16# are
shown superimposed on data obtained for those two stat
Fig. 3. The agreement is excellent. There is an 6.888 M
41 state unresolved from the 6.879 MeV state, but the c
culated cross section for this state is small compared to

FIG. 3. ~Top! Angular distribution of the differential cross sec
tion for inelastic alpha scattering to the 1.779 MeV 21 state in28Si
plotted versus average center-of-mass angle. Data for two ex
mental runs are shown by the squares and diamonds. The solid
shows anL52 DWBA calculation for the acceptedB (E2) value
@16#. ~Bottom! Angular distribution of the differential cross sectio
for inelastica scattering to the 6.879 MeV 32 state in28Si plotted
versus average center-of-mass angle. Data for two experim
runs are shown by the squares and diamonds. The solid line sh
an L53 DWBA calculations for the acceptedB (E3) value@16#.
03430
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32 state. A comparison of the deformed potential calcu
tions from Ref.@3# and the DDWS folding calculations fo
giant resonance excitations is given in the last column
Table II, where the cross sections at the peak of the res
tive multipole distributions atEx518 MeV are compared. In
every case the DDWS cross section is smaller with the
ference ranging from 17% forE0 to 85% forE3.

Samples of the angular distributions obtained for the gi
resonance~GR! peak and the continuum are shown in Fig.
Fits to the angular distributions were carried out with a s
of isoscalar 01, 12, 21, 32, and 41 strengths. The isovec
tor giant dipole resonance~IVGDR! contributions are small,
but were calculated from the known distribution@17# and
held fixed in the fits. Sample fits obtained, along with t
individual components of the fits, are shown superimpo
on the data in Fig. 4.E3 andE4 strength could not always
be reliably distinguished due to the limited angular range
the experiment. The continuum angular distributions
similar over the entire energy range and can be fit prima
by a sum ofE1, E2, andE3 angular distributions with smal
amounts of E0 strength belowEx527 MeV. The E0
strength extracted from the continuum data represent
61% of the E0 EWSR and, while the uncertainties a
large, no contribution toE0 strength was found from the
continuum aboveEx527 MeV. In the analysis reported in
Ref. @3#, the E0 strength necessary to fit the angular dist
butions of the continuum increased at higher excitation
ergy, however, that result was an artifact caused by the
~for all energies! of angular distributions calculated at on
one energy. The energy dependence of the cross section
included by renormalization. This was a limitation of th
fitting code used at the time. As can be seen in Fig. 4,
actual angular distributions change somewhat as excita
energy changes, particularly at the smallest angles. This l
tation was removed in the later analyses of24Mg @5# and
40Ca @4#, where it was demonstrated thatE0 strength in the
peak and continuum could be identified, and that the totalE0
strength obtained does not depend strongly on the contin
choice. The strengths of the other multipoles required to
the continuum increase almost monotonically up to the hi
est excitation observed. Clearly reaction mechanisms o
than multipole transitions are responsible for a signific
part of the continuum and thus higher multipole compone
cannot be extracted reliably from the continuum in this ma
ner. This is very similar to the result reported for24Mg @5#.

The E0 distribution obtained from the peak plus the co
tinuum and the~isoscalar! E1 andE2 multipole distributions
obtained from the peak are shown in Fig. 5 and the res
are summarized in Table II. The strength distributions o

ri-
ine

tal
ws
TABLE II. Multipole parameters obtained for28Si.

m1 /m0

~MeV!
(m3 /m1)1/2

~MeV!
rms width

~MeV! %EWSR
Ratio

def.pot./folding

E0 21.2560.38 23.760.7 6.460.6 81610 1.17
E2 18.5460.25 4.760.6 6869 1.24
E1(T50) 19.1560.60 6.960.7 1564 1.37
2-3
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FIG. 4. Angular distributions obtained for inelastica scattering for three excitation ranges of the GR peak and the continuum in28Si.
Each bin is 316 keV wide and the average energies for each bin are shown. Thin lines through the data show the fits. TheE0 contribution
is shown by the thick black line, the isoscalarE1 contribution by the thick dark gray line, and theE2 contributions by the thick light gray
line. E3 andE4 contributions are shown by thin lines. When not shown, errors are smaller than the data points.
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tained in Ref.@3#, normalized by the ratio given in Table I
for each multipolarity, are shown superimposed. TheE0 dis-
tribution shown in the top panel of Fig. 5 corresponds
81610% of theE0 EWSR compared to 5466% reported in
Ref. @3#. The additional strength seen in this measurem
comes from the DWBA factor shown in Table II, the streng
seen at low excitation~below the threshold of the measur
ment reported in Ref.@3#!, the inclusion ofE0 strength from
what we call the continuum~it was not included in Ref.@3#!,
and the strength seen aboveEx535 MeV where the much
better statistics of this measurement improved the analy

The E2 strength observed corresponds to 6869% of the
E2 EWSR with a centroid of 18.54 MeV. Previous studi
@3,18# identified approximately 3265% of the EWSR
strength centered around 19.0 MeV. In this measurem
additionalE2 strength was identified below the threshold
the measurement reported in Ref.@3# and from 25,Ex
,35 MeV. As can be seen from Table II, renormalizing
the deformed potential/folding model cross section wo
increase the strength reported in Ref.@3# to 4066% of the
EWSR.

IsoscalarE1 strength~shown in the third panel of Fig. 5!
corresponding to 1564% of theE1 EWSR was identified in
the peak with a centroid of 19.260.6 MeV and an rms width
of 6.9 MeV. Generally the distribution is in excellent agre
ment with the renormalized distribution from Ref.@3#. Addi-
tional strength is seen in this measurement below the thr
old of Ref. @3#. In addition to the deformed potential/foldin
03430
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correction shown in Table II, the calculation forE1 cross
section used in Ref.@3# was a factor of 1.6 too low due to
numerical error, so that theE1 strength reported in Ref.@3#
was in error by a factor of 1.6.

DISCUSSION

Kolomietset al. @19# have calculated isoscalarE0 andE2
distributions in28Si, 40Ca, 58Ni, and 116Sn as well as micro-
scopic transition densities in HF-RPA using the SL1 Skyr
interaction, then used elastic scattering data to obtain fold
model parameters consistent with the calculated mass d
butions, and used these to calculate cross sections for
MeV inelastic scattering using a density dependent fold
model with the microscopic transition densities. For28Si,
Shlomoet al. @20# have improved the treatment of the co
tinuum and recalculatedE0 andE2 distributions as well as
the isoscalarE1 distribution. The top three panels in Fig.
compare the cross sections obtained at the first peak in
angular distributions by Shlomoet al. to cross sections for
each multipole obtained from the strength distributio
shown in Fig. 5. The calculated distributions lie at high
excitation than the data and do not reproduce the structur
the data, particularly forE0 andE2. Kamerzdhievet al. @21#
have shown that in40Ca and58Ni, structure seen in the dat
can be reproduced if 1p1h-phonon coupling is included
which was absent from the calculations of Shlomoet al.
Centroids of theE0 andE1 distributions are sensitive to th
2-4
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ISOSCALAR GIANT RESONANCES IN28Si AND THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 65 034302
nuclear compressibility, while theE2 distribution is sensitive
to the effective mass and it would be interesting to see res
with other interactions. The calculatedE1 cross section sig
nificantly exceeds the measured cross section at higher e

FIG. 5. Strength distributions obtained are shown by the his
grams. Error bars represent the uncertainty due to the fitting of
angular distributions as described in the text. The thick black li
show the results from Ref.@3# normalized by the DWBA ratio from
Table II.
03430
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tation, suggesting that there may be considerably moreE1
strength at higher excitation than obtained in our analysis
the giant resonance peak, which is consistent with our id
tification of only 15% of theE1 EWSR. The bottom panel in
Fig. 6 shows the cross section for the sum of theE1 strength
found in the peak and 30% of the strength found in the fits
the continuum compared to the Shlomoet al. calculation,
shifted to lower excitation by 2 MeV. The agreement is re
tively good fromEx515 MeV to the upper limit of our data
at 40 MeV, suggesting that some of theE1 strength obtained
from the analysis of the continuum is real and that there m
be E1 strength above the range of our experiment.

KA calculated for16O, 24Mg, 28Si, 40Ca, 90Zr, 116Sn,
144Sm, and208Pb for several interactions using the relativi
tic mean field parametrization of Chossy and Stocker@9# are
shown compared toKA obtained from the experimental da
for these nuclei in Fig. 7. It can be seen that the paramete
NLC which corresponds toKnm5224.5 MeV givesKA in
reasonable agreement with the data over the entire ra
Both NLC and NL1 predictEGMR in excellent agreemen
with the 24Mg and28Si data and within errors for40Ca, how-
ever, NL1 is low for mass 90 and higher.KA obtained with
the other parameter sets systematically miss all the dat
Knm of 225 MeV is in agreement withKnm523165 MeV
obtained@2# comparing the data for heavier nuclei with no
relativistic calculations by Blaizotet al. @1# using the Gogny
interaction.

Of course the agreement may be misleading, because
observed strength in28Si is 2s from 100% and in24Mg is 3s
from 100% so that there may be missing strength wh
would significantly alterEGMR for these nuclei. On the othe
hand, this may indicate we have seen all of the strength,
something in our estimate of the strength such as the us
a collective transition density has lead to an underestim
The errors include only experimental errors and do not
clude uncertainties in predictions of the cross sections w
the DWBA. The presence of such uncertainties and the
ficulties in estimating them were discussed by Satchler
Khoa @14#. The calculations by Shlomoet al. of cross sec-
tions for E0 strength using microscopic transition densiti
do not agree well with the data, but also do not showE0
strength outside of the region where it is seen in this exp
ment, suggesting this experiment may have identified al
the E0 strength in28Si.

The Thomas-Fermi calculations ofEGMR by Wang,
Chung, and Santiago@11# agreed relatively well with the data
available at that time. However, there was a systematic
derestimate of the GMR energy@2# in the data~from Ref.
@6#! used by Wang, Chung, and Santiago. In Ref.@6# and all
earlier works the centroid of the cross section was treate
the centroid of the strength distribution, a correction that
the time was smaller than the~substantial! errors on the cen-
troid. With the recent precise data@2# this correction is im-
portant. Also, for nuclei withA,90 only a small portion of
the E0 strength had been found, mostly at lower excitatio
resulting in GMR energies considerably below those n
known. The calculations by Wang, Chung, and Santiago@11#
of EGMR are compared to the new data in Fig. 8, where it c
be seen that their calculations underestimate the GMR
ergy in 208Pb, 90Zr, and40Ca. Their result is also well below

-
e
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FIG. 6. The top three panels show cross sections at the
maximum in the angular distributions forE0, E1, andE2 excitation
obtained from the strength distributions in Fig. 5 compared to th
obtained by Shlomoet al. @20#. The fourth panel shows a sum o
theE1 cross section from the second panel and 30% of the isosc
E1 cross section from the analysis of the continuum compare
the calculations of Shlomoet al. @20# which have been shifted to
lower excitation by 2 MeV. The error bars represent the uncerta
in the strength distributions shown in Fig. 5.
03430
the observed strength in16O @12#, though less than half of the
E0 EWSR strength has been identified in16O. Wang, Chung,
and Santiago@11# include an anharmonicity correction t
EGMR which lowers the energy by 50 keV in208Pb, 700 keV
in 40Ca, and 2.6 MeV in16O. The trend of the data is muc
better reproduced without the anharmonicity term. Their c
culations suggest thatEGMR should be about constant belo
A540 due to the anharmonicity term that lowersEGMR for
lighter nuclei, whereas the experimental values continue
rise essentially as fast as the calculated energies withou
anharmonicity correction. Blaizotet al. @1# also discuss the
need for a significant anharmonicity term in lighter nucl
and their result for40Ca including the anharmonicity term i
in good agreement with the experimental result@4#.

Also shown in Fig. 8 are calculations using parameters
the Leptodermous expansion obtained by Nayaket al. @10#
using the SkM! interaction. Wanget al. showed that the
Nayak et al. parameters for SkM! resulted in nuclear com

st

e

lar
to

ty

FIG. 7. Relativistic mean field calculations ofKA by Chossy and
Stocker@9# for NL1 and NLC interactions and calculations ofKA

using the RATP interaction by Nayaket al. @10# are shown super-
imposed onKA extracted from the GMR energies.

FIG. 8. Breathing mode energies obtained with Thomas-Fe
calculations by Wanget al. @11# with anharmonicity corrections and
RPA calculations@10# with the SkM! interaction are shown super
imposed on the data.
2-6
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pressibilities (KA) very similar to their Thomas-Fermi calcu
lations. The energies calculated with the Nayaket al. param-
eters obtained from the SkM! interaction are systematicall
below the data, however those calculated with parame
from the RATP interaction~Fig. 7! fit the data well. For the
RATP interaction,knm5240 MeV, which is in reasonable
agreement with the results from Blaizotet al. @1#, where in-
terpolating between Gogny interactions suggests@2# that
Knm5231 MeV would reproduce the data well for 40,A
,208.

Chossy and Stocker, Wanget al., and Nayaket al.worked
within the scaling model which has been shown@7# for
heavier nuclei to give transition densities very similar
those from RPA. That was not true in lighter nuclei@22#, so
that the justification for the scaling model is weaker in t
lighter nuclei.

CONCLUSIONS

With the use of folding model calculations whereB(EL)
values obtained from inelastica scattering for discrete 21

and 32 states agree with electromagnetic values 81610%,
6869%, and 1564% of the isoscalarE0, E2, andE1 sum
rules, respectively, were identified between 8 MeV,Ex
,40 MeV in 28Si. The mass dependence of the compress
modulus of finite nuclei fromA524 to 208 is reasonably
well reproduced in relativistic mean field calculations w
the NLC interaction havingKnm5225 MeV and in nonrela-
t.

C

C

C

M
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tivistic calculations with the RATP interaction havingKnm
5240 MeV, and over the rangeA540 to 208 with the
Gogny interaction withKnm5231 MeV, but Thomas-Ferm
calculations havingKnm5234 MeV are systematically low
The anharmonicity correction in the Thomas-Fermi calcu
tion widens the disagreement for monopole resonance e
gies in light nuclei. There remains the question of wheth
100% of the strength has been identified in24Mg and28Si ~if
not the energy moments could be substantially chang!,
however, a comparison of the calculations by Shlomoet al.
of cross sections forE0 strength using microscopic transitio
densities to the data suggests that all of theE0 strength in
28Si may have been identified. The comparison with t
Shlomoet al. calculations for isoscalarE1 strength sugges
that at higher excitation a substantial portion of the isosca
E1 strength is in what we call the continuum. Calculatio
including 1p1h-phonon coupling to explore the fragment
tion of isoscalar strength and those using other interacti
which might shift the centroids of the strength could be ve
informative.
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